# PEDIGREE OF

**4539 CYRILS 16**

**TOM LOCK**

**Colour:** CHWF  
**Sex:** Hen

**Hatched:**

---

## SIRE

**11263 GPU 14**  
**LAST SON**

**Colour:** BB  
**TOM LOCK**

Last son of the "R80 000 SUPER COCK"

---

## DAM

**10605 THU 10**  
**CHEQUERED LADY**

**Colour:** CH  
**TOM LOCK**

Direct daughter of the R80 000 super pair. A super pigeon.

---

## Offspring

| **19150 THU 02** | **19150 THU 02** | **29596 THU 98** |
| **R80 000 SUPER COCK** | **R80 000 SUPER COCK** | **EGG COCK** |
| **Colour:** BB  
**TOM LOCK** | **Super pigeon! One of the very best you will ever find. Sire and grandsire to numerous winners. To many to mention.** | **Super pigeon! One of the very best you will ever find. Sire and grandsire to numerous winners. To many to mention.** |

| **09431 THU 08** | **09431 THU 08** | **29596 THU 98** |
| **HAWK 3** | **HAWK 3** | **EGG COCK** |
| **Colour:** BB  
**TOM LOCK** | **Super pigeon! One of the very best you will ever find. Sire and grandsire to numerous winners. To many to mention.** | **Super pigeon! One of the very best you will ever find. Sire and grandsire to numerous winners. To many to mention.** |

| **19150 THU 02** | **19150 THU 02** | **29596 THU 98** |
| **R80 000 SUPER COCK** | **R80 000 SUPER COCK** | **EGG COCK** |
| **Colour:** BB  
**TOM LOCK** | **Super pigeon! One of the very best you will ever find. Sire and grandsire to numerous winners. To many to mention.** | **Super pigeon! One of the very best you will ever find. Sire and grandsire to numerous winners. To many to mention.** |

| **1648 THU 03** | **1648 THU 03** | **2039 SA 01** |
| **DOUBLE WINNER** | **DOUBLE WINNER** | **R25 000 COCK** |
| **Colour:** CH  
**TOM LOCK** | **Super pigeon! One of the very best. Click hen to the R80 000 Super Cock.** | **Son of the Mortimer cock x 157/96 the dam of the R100 000 Super Pair click hen.** |

| **29596 THU 98** | **29596 THU 98** | **37823 SA 95** |
| **EGG COCK** | **EGG COCK** | **SUPER BREEDER** |
| **Colour:** BB  
**TOM LOCK** | **Super pigeon! One of the very best you will ever find. Sire and grandsire to numerous winners. To many to mention.** | **Daughter of the R20 000 cock x Bronze hen.** |

---

**For: SKYLEADER**

---
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